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Abstract
              
process than traditional indicators of innovative activities such as R&D. Based
on the three-step Crépon, Duguet and Mairesse (CDM) model, empirical studies have incorporated micro data from several national innovation surveys
alongside traditional R&D and productivity measures to produce reasonable
results. Despite extensive application of the CDM model to describe the inno           
           !""#"$%  
 '  *        + 
 
          /  
In addition, committing more labor, and not capital, to formal R&D networks
will increase the odds of innovation success and higher productivity, contrary
      0                
management autonomy, education, trade, and customer types on the innova            
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I. Introduction
Long run economic productivity has been an area of active research and
policy debate for decades since Robert Solow posited that long run equilibrium growth is determined by the Solow Residual more than 50 years ago
(Solow, 1956). In a confession of ignorance, Solow conceded that this variable is exogenous to his model and “may have no apparent explanation at all”
(Solow, 1994). To Solow, innovation is a black-box event.
Since then, a copious amount of theoretical and empirical studies have
attempted to construct an endogenous model of growth centered around innovation and to measure the effects innovation has on productivity at both
      :           
          ;    ;
            
include Lichtenberg and Siegel (1991) on the U.S., Hall and Mairesse (1995)
<' %#==>* ?G%!""$* 6J  K  
%#==N* O ;KQ %!""W* 6 X; 0GG  ' mati (2002) on Sweden, Lotti and Santarelli (2001) on Italy. These authors
 Z[        
suggested that their impact has declined over time (Klette and Kortum, 2004).
However, the existing literature still does not provide a unique answer in terms
of both the structure and impact of innovation, largely because extensive assumptions were made to remove uncertainty inherent in the process. These
studies adopted an input approach, assuming a production function framework
with R&D as an input and productivity as a direct outcome.
This input approach overlooked two key aspects of innovation. First,
R&D does not capture all aspects of innovation which can and often do take
place through other channels. Indeed, Dyer and Nobeoka (2000) documented
that innovation frequently occurred outside former research labs through their
study of Toyota’s knowledge sharing network. Second, and a follow-up issue,
               ^;          : 
discussed by Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) and Bester (1987), raising the interest
rate can decrease borrowers’ level of risk aversion and increase their willingness to engage in riskier projects such as R&D. To avoid this adverse selection
problem, the average lender rations credit to borrowers and/or requires higher
collaterals, regardless of their willingness to pay higher interest rates, to attract
   ; }   ;^     
projects is reduced, resulting in lower innovation efforts. Although the above
;           ; ;   
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collateralization purposes, the fact that the input approach does not capture the
complete innovation story will result in an underestimation of innovation’s
impact on productivity.
To address problems inherent in input models, recent studies adopted an
output approach which treats the innovation outcomes of R&D as a subsequent
       + 4~ [guet and Mairesse (1998) proposed and estimated a model (CDM model hereinafter) which decomposed the innovation-productivity relationship into three
     ^           
whether or not to employ innovative inputs and the amount of resources to in 4      ^            
a knowledge production function (Pakes et al. 1984) in which earlier inputs
produce innovation outputs such as a new product or production process. Finally, an innovation augmented Cobb-Douglas production function is used to
measure the effect of innovation outputs on productivity. The CDM model
is designed to utilize new micro-data from national innovation surveys conducted according to guidelines from the Oslo Manual (OECD, 2005). These
surveys are gaining popularity in the U.K., European Union and Canada, giv                ;       6  %!""N* 
four European countries.
   %!""N* '  %!"">*    
    4[             credito-Capitalia survey data from 1995 to 2003. Although Parisi et al focused
       '    ;    
enterprises (SMEs), both studies show that process innovation has a large and
    Z[      
to product innovation, and capital expenditure appears to matter more for pro    '    Q    
to R&D intensity but positively related to the likelihood of success in product
and process innovation, contrary to conventional wisdom. These two studies
  %*      %* 
           Q    
and productivity.
Despite reasonable results, empirical studies that explored the innovation                
Therefore, this paper aims to bridge the gap by expanding the CDM model
  ;     ;  
productivity link. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec  Q           
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innovation-productivity link; Section III describes the data and econometric
model used, and Section IV concludes with a discussion of results.

II. Previous Studies of Financing Effects on Firm Level Innovation
and Productivity
?    ; ;     
innovation activities. One, it can raise debt and/or equity from external par      };    
reserves as a quicker and less costly alternative. Input models such as Romer
%#=="* 6  ' %#==#Z#==W*     
structure in which R&D is funded by external markets under perfect information: i.e. lenders are willing to provide credit when innovative outcomes are
known. It is therefore not surprising that relaxing the assumption of perfect
information will frustrate these models, especially since innovative projects
     ;    
Due to asymmetric information, the average lender will practice credit
    ; ;     :   Xglitz and Weiss (1981) and Bester (1987), credit rationing allows lenders to address adverse selection problems created by higher interest rates and to attract
        ;    
}              
    Z[    '  %#==!*        
    ;  Z[  Z[
          ^ 
  Z[  %6*     ;   %J6* tively correlated with the ratio of debt it currently owes (B) to net physical and
knowledge capital (Figure 1)2 . This means that an increase in debt to net assets
will serve to increase physical and not knowledge assets.

2 Figure 1, Hall 1992.
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Figure 1: Correlation of Leverage and R&D Capital

O      /           Z[  ? ; %!""=* Z[
           X         
funded by issuing equity and tapping cash reserves. However, there appears to
           
effects on aggregate R&D. In addition, Hall (2002) surveyed existing literature
 Z[          
  Z[ Z[    
         
           %*    
       %*/ 
  ;   %  O:X[: :X[:*   
strategies. Therefore, Hall’s results provide preliminary support that external
           Z[  
asymmetric information and moral hazard problems associated with the latter. It is noteworthy that Brown et al and the literature that Hall surveyed adopted the input approach as opposed to the output approach based on the CDM
model. Because the former approach potentially underestimates the impact
innovation has on productivity, we can therefore say very little about the true
           
}                 lic funding—either direct (tax-funded) or indirect (public contribution). Ang
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%!""=*        ;       
   %          6  X 
Agriculture, Labor, and Health) can hardly explain the variations in average
annual productivity growth across 138 NAICS industries, which share a closer
    ;     + ;     X   %< !*3.
O   ;    + ; 
productivity growth, Ang proposed that innovation, and hence productivity, is
    ' ;       
theoretical paper dilutes the strength of its assertion.
Figure 2: Industrial Research to Federal Outlays
Ratio and Productivity in NAICS industries
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In contrast, Hall et al (2008) used data from Italian small and medium
enterprises (the same source is used in this paper) and found that the reception
of subsidies has a substantial impact on innovation efforts or, at least, the likelihood of reporting a positive R&D. However, the impact of internal funding
;   Q      
$ X   ? ?   X 6 '   }  
annual; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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}         
I believe a good empirical paper should strive to answer the following questions:
%#*[  Z[    es?
%!*[            
   ;       ^   
(i.e. debt to equity ratio) relevant in its innovation decision-making process?
%$* [         
      
types of innovation?
(4) Recent studies applying the CDM model to micro-data have shown
          tion, which affects productivity more than product innovation does. Does this
                
  /         
to prior studies?

III. Data and Methodology
To answer the four topic-framing questions raised above, I constructed
    4[            = ;       4 X%4X*       
4 6 %   *}  ^ /  
was constructed according to guidelines from the Oslo Manual (OECD, 2005)
and covered three consecutive years prior to its creation (2001-2003). The
4X      ; ""      ;
selected using a sampling design characterized by geographical area, industry,
  Q  ;         
used by Parisi et al and Hall et al.
<
;
 '           ;    ;     
tested variables4. The sample was divided based on the following categories:
      ; ;  
        ;      
part of an umbrella of companies, etc5<    ;   
4 Requirements: (i) sales per employee between 2000 and 10 million local dollars, (ii) growth rates of
employment and sales of old and new products between -150 percent and 150 percent, and (iii) R&D
employment share less than 100 percent. R&D to sales ratio was used where R&D employment
share information was missing. In addition, I restricted the sample by excluding a few observations
with zero or missing investment. For further details, see Hall, Lotti and Mairesse (2008).
 X: :           
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!"  ;    ;    4   }       $W!     
"" } #           ;
   QZ[        
and changes to corporate structures due to acquisitions or divestment.
< Q         ;    ;    
        W
     Z[    #""  
          !W 
        ;     
      #>    ;          WW                ;  
          #    ;        ;   :             =       
      >W$     
4   ==       
         >=    
 ' ;  #$ ##         ;  
abroad for the unbalanced and balanced panel, respectively. Firms appear to
         ;     ;   #=   #W 
      ;        
   <    #!   /   
 W       ;    
the balanced panel had similar activities.
} !  ;         ing and capital structures6      
          /    
balanced panel are majority owned by banks, which is surprising and suggests
         : >"    
             Z[;       
    ;                     
access to both public and private equity funding. Perhaps the most surprising
    ;Z[   %     /* : >" Z[   
by internal funds, lending preliminary support to Ang’s (2009) hypothesis that
     ^     N X: ?    
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  W    #N  %  
  * #    :            ;  
:         ;  tion-productivity link will be explored using the CDM model. This model
is well-designed for innovation survey data and follows the logic of an aver^           /   }
4[  ;      ;     
     ;        
given its propensity to invest, how much to spend on innovation per employee.
}   ;       ^   
         ;      penditure as an input in a knowledge production function together with other
    ;                
  :           
      ;        
independent variables in a Cobb-Douglas production function to measure the
      
R&D Decision
}    
;   ^      ;        
Z[       ;   Z[ 
(R&D expenditure per employee). This step can be summarized in the following selection model:
(1)

(2)

RDi is observable and represented by an indicator function that takes the
 # i declares positive R&Ds; RDi* is a latent indicator variable
   # ;  i decides to perform R&D if they are above a given
threshold , wi is a set of independent variables affecting R&D and i is the
error term. RDInti i’s R&D intensity and RDInti* is the latent variable
  ^   zi is a set of determinants of R&D.
Assuming that the error terms in the selection model are bivariate normal with
mean zero and variance unity, the model can be estimated by maximum likeli-
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hood or Heckman selection model (Heckman, 1979).
Before estimating the selection model, I conducted a non-parametric test
for the presence of selection bias (see Das et al, 2003 and Hall et al, 2008).
First, I estimated a probit model in which the presence of positive R&D is
          ;} :#}   
         Q  /   
control over management, as well as dummies7 for:
%*     %      
R&D)
%*? ^ ;  %   *
(c) Firms’ declaration that they are part of an umbrella of companies (old,
large umbrella and its age)
% *  
(e) Customer type (retail/households, business and others)
(f) Main product type and associated manufacturing technology (hightech vs. low-tech)
(g) Acquisition(s) or divestment(s) made during survey period.
       %*    %* 
        %*^   /  
    ^      %*  
      ; 
             
%  /*}        
probable factors of consideration for an executive before he starts budgeting
for R&D activities.
Next, I extracted the predicted probabilities of investing in R&D from the
probit regression and the corresponding inverse Mill’s ratio. I then estimated
for R&D intensity using a simple linear regression model (OLS), adding in the
predicted probabilities, the inverse Mill’s ratio, their squares, and interaction
 }           
          8. The results from this OLS regression are also reported in Table A1. As shown, the probability terms are never
        0X     
estimate R&D intensity since there appears to be no selection bias. The results
of this linear estimation are shown in Table 3.
 X: : ?     
8 As noted in Hall et al (2008), this is a generalization of the Heckman two-step procedure for estimation
when the error terms in the two equations are jointly normally distributed. The test here is valid
even if the distribution is not normal.
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   % *   ;  
^          Z[  
;           
    +    }    
surprising since:
%*[    ^        
many risky projects in the past, leading to defaults on loan covenants. There           ;    
 ; Z[    ^    
%*}       erations become, leading to tedious budgeting processes, especially for risky
projects such as R&D.
%*:   X       Z[
is a cheaper and quicker alternative to taking up a loan from a bank or issuing
   ^   }     ; ness to innovate increases as internal funds grow.
% *:           ^ Z[
}         ; 
The surprises are due to the fact that exporting goods and selling to re              ^ ;  
    '  %!"">*:  Q  
            ; ness to engage in R&D, another contradiction to Hall et al. Nevertheless, my
      Q      
   Z[          
  %   *      ;    
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Knowledge Production
In the second step of the CDM model, I will estimate the probability of
product and process innovation success using a knowledge production function to account for informal activities. This step is represented by a bivariate
           
of innovation are similar, as follows:

(3)

where RDi*         
in step 1, xi is a set of covariates and u1i and u2i are the error terms such that
Cov(u1i , u2i. To avoid potential endogeneity problems, predicted R&D
intensity values are used in lieu of observed values from the sample as an instrument for innovative effort in the knowledge production function.
However, the set of variables used for xi is not the same as the one in step
#               bution channels, interactions with outsiders through exports or outsourcing,
Z[         + ployees’ levels of education, and dedication of human resources to the innovation process. These changes are made because information on what customers
want is already gathered in step 1. Treating this set of information as given, an
;   ;        
to develop new products or processes with the aim of catering to the latter’s
needs eventually. Therefore, the management’s educational background, its
dedication and the degree of control it has over this second stage ought to exert
 +          
endogenous growth literature since it opens up the innovation “blackbox” that
“might have no apparent explanation” according to Solow.
Table 4 shows the results of this bivariate probit model. The estimated
                   +    }
      ;     
       O  ;  
make overall inferences.
Regarding innovation success, it is interesting to note that predicted R&D
    +          ;   +         
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Z[     Z[     : 
surprising was the fact that capital expenditure (capex) and information technology expenditure (ITexp) intensities exert mixed effects on innovation suc      '     X       +ences product innovation but not process innovation, and ITexp intensity does
otherwise.
In addition, the effects that predicted R&D intensity, capex intensity and
ITexp intensity have on both innovation types vary greatly for high-tech and
; <  Z[   
                    ; : 
                 
;   0  }      
               
   ; }      
    Z[;  ^ 
 ; 
        ;             
capital on an IT infrastructure matters little for product or process innovation
   
}             
more equals doing more” in terms of innovation, although actually, this notion
is not entirely wrong. The right question we should ask is, “What resource
do we spend and for what?” From my analysis, it appears that labor is the
resource we should spend, not capital, and more of it should be committed to
  ; ;    }   
Z[         +  
                     
; :         ;               
   } ;        Q
more labor to maintain innovation networks equals doing more” in terms of
innovation.
Regarding autonomy, control over administration appears to have strong
 +    ;    
strong positive effects over process innovation overall. Upon further analysis,
administrative autonomy’s effect on product innovation applies to low-tech
      ^          
      <             lizing labor to innovate requires administrative speed and independence. In
the latter case however, it is interesting to note that administration autonomy
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                   ; 
        ;    
    }       ;
have established earlier that spending capital does not result in innovation,
but committing labor does. Therefore, speed and independence in mobilizing
funds should not matter. However, further examination revealed that R&D
           way, while IT expenditure intensity and the existence of distribution networks
abroad do. Therefore, it makes sense that administrative autonomy does not
matter. However, further analysis is needed to determine why it reduces the
          ; 
<      /     + ;            
My analysis suggests that this independence is exercised to build IT infrastructure and grow distribution networks abroad, but once again I would not
         
             
of a global occurrence.
Concerning interactions with outsiders and competition, exporters
have higher odds of product innovation but lower odds of process innovation,
which was surprising because Hall et al provided prior evidence that exporting
and both product and process innovation share a positive relationship. Also,
             '
                         ^
business cycles and trading trends might not be meaningful.
        %  
    *    +   
innovation only for both current and lagged terms. However, effects of cash on
       <                +      ;        ;  
        ;  
  ;           
      :             
              
 ;OX X%!""=*;   ;
capital expenditure restrictions from creditors markedly improved their operating performance. Also, it is surprising to note that incentives to innovate
      
      
and process innovation, with the latter exhibiting a stronger relationship. This
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    ;         
use taxpayers’ money to encourage innovation. Results from Table 4 are once
   +  ;      
    ; 0  ^  
             
Productivity Function
   4[  ;        
(OLS) to represent a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant returns
to scale together with labor, capital and innovation inputs as follows:
(4)
where yi is labor productivity (sales per employee, in log), ki is capex intensity (capex per employee, in log), a proxy for physical capital as per Hall et
al (2008), Prodinnovi and Procinnovi are innovation inputs, proxied by their
respective predicted probabilities from step 2 to address potential endogeneity
   0             
        Q      
with outsiders, distribution channels, family executives and R&D labor inten%    *<       
internal funding abilities, capital structure and R&D incentives. Results are
displayed in Table 5.
Contrary to results in Hall et al (2008), predicted product innovation is
 ; ;       
Li. However, predicted process innovation does have a strong positive impact
on productivity in the overall sample, in line with evidence from Hall et al.
Interestingly, both predicted process and product innovation are robust to the
inclusion or exclusion of capex intensity in the overall sample. In fact, capex
  ;        
R-sqr of the model barely changes when it is removed from equation 4. Additionally, the strong overall positive impact of predicted process innovation
    QQ       : 
size has a strong positive impact on productivity overall, driven mostly by
 :       ;'    
     Q 
    
innovation.
Strong drivers of productivity across the overall sample and technology
sub-samples are dominated by foreign interactions (export and distribution
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    *    %          Z[ *
        Z[%Z[   * 
main drivers, R&D incentives exhibit the smallest effect across all samples,
  /           
           
Q       ;   
types and distribution channels enhance productivity the most for low-tech
  ' ;      ^       
           
step 2. This is because I expected administrative autonomy to help with mobilizing labor to focus on R&D and certainly did not expect it to weaken the
  ;Z[       
is certainly required in this area to solve this mystery.
}       <         %      
can affect cash and equity level and vice-versa), Fi was removed from equation 4 and the results are shown in Table 6. The effects variables exert on pro     ;  ;  
          
productivity, in line with Hall et al. Nevertheless, process innovation’s impact
on productivity is still stronger and larger than product innovation. It is also
                       
Putting results from steps 1, 2 and 3 together, it appears that internal funding has a positive impact on productivity while R&D incentives have a net
negative effect on productivity as shown in column 7, Figure 3. This chart
                   
    :        ;       %           ;
predicted probabilities extracted from a step 2 bivariate probit model after
adjusting for correlation in the low-tech sub-sample), the chart is still useful
         ;          X   
removed from the production function to avoid co-linearity problems, direct
effects (column 6) will disappear and the effects of internal funds, R&D incentives and capital structure can be found from column 8 in the chart. To the
extent of my sample’s accuracy, it appears that the innovation-productivity
     ^      Z[
incentives is counter-productive in enhancing productivity. These incentives
          
rather than before it. In contrast, the adage “cash is king” will apply here since
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         ;              ; 
               
funding, subsidies and labor productivity in Ang (2009).
Figure 3: Multiplier Effects of Financing Sources
and Capital Structure on Productivity
INDIRECT EFFECTS
Product innovation
Variable
Cash to asset ratio
R&D incentives
Debt to equity ratio
Predicted R&D intensity
Process innovation
Variable
Cash to asset ratio
R&D incentives
Debt to equity ratio
Predicted R&D intensity
TOTAL EFFECTS
Labor Producitivity

Variable
Cash to asset ratio
R&D incentives
Debt to equity ratio
Predicted Prodinnov (with financing)
Predicted Procinnov (with financing)
Predicted Prodinnov (without financing)
Predicted Procinnov (without financing)

(1)

(2)

Coefficients (All firms)
Step 1
Step 2

(3)
Productivity Multiplier
(1*Pr. Rdint +2)

0.613
0.443
0.000

0.000
-0.605
0.000
0.000

0.000
-0.605
0.000

(1)

(2)

(4)

Coefficients (All firms)
Step 1
Step 2

Productivity Multiplier
(1*Pr. Rdint +2)

0.613
0.443
0.000

-1.213
-1.242
0.009
2.196

0.133
-0.269
0.009

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Total (with financing) Total (without financing)
Coefficients (All firms)
Productivity Multiplier Step 3:
(5*Pr. Prodinnov + 5* (5*Pr. Prodinnov + 5*
(3+4)
Direct effects Pr. Procinnov +6)
Pr. Procinnov)
0.133
-0.874
0.009

0.215
0.092
0.000
0.000
0.575
0.289
0.729

0.291
-0.411
0.005

0.135
-0.253
0.003

IV. Discussion
In this paper, I have proposed and estimated a three-step model to analyze
      ^ %*; ness and ability to engage in innovative activities, (ii) odds of succeeding in
product and/or process innovation, and (iii) ability to enhance its productivity
through the innovation-production link. Based on the CDM model, my results
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accounted for informal innovative efforts at micro-level, and I have shown that
innovation does occur through various channels alongside traditional R&D as
measured by R&D expenditure.
In my opinion, the CDM model is a reasonable way to open up the “black
box” of innovation. However, we need to clearly spell out the relevant variables at each step to better describe the decision process of a manager who is
     }     ologies in this paper as follows:
%#*X  %Z[   *      ;      
                
a. Owners might have mandates that managers need to follow, such as
            
4   ^ + ^;    
c. Managers’ ability to innovate is restricted by how much resources they
have at their disposal.
(2) Step two (knowledge production) accounted for various means
through which innovation can occur, along with the resources and conditions
required to attain success. These include:
a. Various traditional business expenditures such as R&D, machinery,
equipment and IT
:              nancing, marketing and R&D, as well as ownership.
}        Q 
d. Types of distribution channels
Z[;      
f. Available funding sources
g. Structural activities such as integration, divestment and production
outsourcing
h. Labor related issues such as education and staff commitment to innovation
          
sources and dedication of human resources have strong direct and indirect impacts on productivity through innovation while management autonomy, debt                    
    %*       %* ;  ent levels of production technology. In addition, results show that administration autonomy reduces the odds of innovation success and productivity, which
  }         
and I suspect that it will reveal even more interesting results. Overall, I have
shown that process innovation has the greatest impact on productivity overall,
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in line with Hall et al.
[      
;  comes stood out as issues that corporate stakeholders and policy makers should
immediately address and keep in mind:
%#*X         novation. Policy makers should think twice before using taxpayers’ money
as carrots to induce corporate innovation because the whole exercise is selfdefeating.
%!*}           
matter if a company is leveraged to the hilt or has no debt on its balance sheet.
' ;        ^     
productivity. The only time when debt aids innovation is when a company defaults and its banker is in charge, since process improvements are more likely
to occur then. However, I am sure most would rather self-innovate than to
relinquish autonomy to the banker.
(3) Mobilizing more labor to maintain innovation networks will induce
innovation. Throwing more money at capital assets will not make ideas work
but throwing more people at an innovation network just might. R&D labor
intensity is a strong predictor of innovation success, especially when a lot of
brainpower comes together in a structured manner regularly.
(4) Cash is indeed king. Cash to innovation is like fuel to an engine;
we need more of it to comfortably invest in and implement ideas. However, a
caveat applies here: cash helps in the decision making process, but there is still
uncertainty as to its effects on innovation production, especially for a low-tech
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      #     
process or product innovation during the three years of the survey.
Process innovation (procinnov): dummy variable that takes value 1 if the
            
of the survey.
Product innovation (prodinnov): dummy variable that takes value 1 if the
           
of the survey.
External R&D structure (extRDstruct): dummy variable that takes value
#        ;  
the three years of the survey.
Internal R&D structure (intRDstruct): dummy variable that takes value 1
        ;  
three years of the survey.
Employees (avgemp): number of employees at start of survey, headcount.
Firm size classes: [0-250], [>250] employees.
0   % *         #     
more than 250 full time employees.
6  Q   ¢"!"£¢¤!"£  
Large group (largegrp): dummy variable that takes value 1 if the umbrella
group hires more than 250 full time employees in total.
Part of an umbrella of companies (partumb): dummy variable that takes
 #           
years of the survey.
X     "      
part of a group of companies during the three years of the survey.
Part of research consortium (partcons): dummy variable that takes value
#           
of the survey.
<%*^ % *
6 %*  ^ % *
Firm age classes: [1-25], [>25] years.
   % *         #       lished more than 25 years ago.
6    ¢#!£¢¤!£ 
Old group (oldgroup): dummy variable that takes value 1 if umbrella
group is established more than 25 years ago.
4  }          -
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rectly or indirectly.
Customer classes: [Retail/households], [Companies], [Others]
Retail customers (custretail): dummy variable that takes the value 1 if
     
  % *   %   *
Business to business customers(custb2b): dummy variable that takes
  #               % *    
(through a distributor).
        #  
declares to have exported products over the survey period.
Maintains overseas distribution network (distabroad): dummy variable
  #      ;¤"    ; 
abroad over the survey period.
Maintains national distribution network (distnational): dummy variable
  #      ;¤"      
network over the survey period.
Outsourced part of production (outsource): dummy variable that takes
  #                     
process over the survey period.
' %*          #    ;     Z 
radio, TV & telecommunication instruments; medical, precision & optical instruments; electrical machinery and apparatus; machinery & equipment; railroad & train equipment.
0 ;       ;     ;      %Z           
metallic mineral products; basic metals and fabricated metal products; manufacturing; wood, pulp & paper; food, beverages & tobacco products; textile,
textile products, leather & footwear).
Invested in capital expenditure (capex): dummy variable that takes value
#         /  
over the survey period.
Invested in information technology (ITexp): dummy variable that takes
  #                  
services etc. over the survey period.
  Z[%[*    # 
has declares positive R&Ds over the survey period.
Capital intensity (logcapexint): Capital expenditure per employee, in logs.
IT expenditure intensity (logITexpint): IT expenditure per employee, in
logs.
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R&D intensity (logRDexpint): R&Ds per 2002 full time employee, in
real terms and in logs.
Labor productivity: real sales per employee, in logs.
Labor productivity from new product: real sales per employee, in logs.
R&D labor intensity: ratio of R&D workers to average employees.
Share of sales with new products: percentage of the sales in the last year
    ;       %age).
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Appendix B: Firm Control, Management, Financing
          
Bank ownership classes: measures presence of bankruptcy: [no own  "£ ¢    ##"£ ¢    ¥"£ ¢ 
; ¤¦"£
Bank has majority ownership (bankmajor): dummy variable that takes
      ; }                ;  ;%*     
loan payments of contracted covenants.
<   % §*    #    
to have full autonomy over the following aspects of management: [administra % *£¢%*£¢%*£¢Z[%[*£
Executive positions held by family (pctfamexecs): percentage of executive positions held by founding family during survey period.
Executive positions held outside family: percentage of executive positions not held by founding family during survey period.
'    % *;    # 
declares to maintain relationship with at least one bank during survey period.
Z[  Z[ 
;      
[venture capital], [internal funds], [long term bonds], [long term bank
credit], [public contributions], [tax funded], [other].
4    ;      
[venture capital], [internal funds], [short term bank credit], [long term
bonds], [long term bank credit], [public contributions], [tax funded], [leasing],
[from groups within umbrella], [from other companies], [other].
[/ % /*         /    ^ 
balance sheet, average 2001-2003
Cash/asset (cashass): ratio of cash reserves to total assets (book value) on
^   !""#!""$
Cash/asset lagged one year (cashasslag): ratio of cash reserves to total
  %  * ^      
 Z[ %[*    
to innovate.
Made acquisition (acquis): made acquisition(s) during survey period.
Made divestment (divest): divested part of business during survey period.
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Table 1: Firm Characteristics
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Table 2: Firm control, management,
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Table 3: STEP 1 - R&D decision: OLS, dependent variable
- R&D intensity (R&D expenditure per employee, in log)
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Table 4: STEP 2 - Knowledge production:
Bivariate probit, dependent variable - declared
product innovation and process innovation
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Table 4 (cont.): STEP 2 - Knowledge production:
Bivariate probit, dependent variable - declared
product innovation and process innovation
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Table 4 (cont.): STEP 2 - Knowledge production:
Bivariate probit, dependent variable - declared
product innovation and process innovation
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Table 5: STEP 3 - Production function: OLS, dependent
variable - labor productivity (sales per employee, in log)
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Table 5 (cont.): STEP 3 - Production function: OLS, dependent
variable - labor productivity (sales per employee, in log)
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  !"#   $$
%! $ 
OLS, dependent variable - labor productivity (sales per employee)
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  "  '%!"#   $$
%! $ 
OLS, dependent variable - labor productivity (sales per employee)

